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Pyrolysis time vs. Pyrolysis number Py

Pyrolysis time vs. heating rate (Sim. vs. Exp.)

Particle-resolved (3D, non-spherical/thermally thick)
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Time-scales for pyrolysis reaction and heat transfer are of similar order of magnitude
due to the use of moderate pyrolysis temperature (450 °C – 600 °C)

→ Competing interactions between heating and pyrolysis reaction
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Why fluidized bed

- Homogeneous heating

- Good heat and mass

transfer performance

- Short reaction time

- Continuous production

- Potential for scale-up
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up-scaling

Porosity

 Kinetic energy of sand increases and bubble frequency decreases with bed inventory

Delayed bubble formation and decreased kinetic energy of sand at elevated temperature

 Strongly increased bubble formation and bubble frequency for up-scaled reactor
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Fluidized bed technology for plastics pyrolysis → scale-up

Single particle model → fundamentals
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d=5 cm d=10 cm

Flow field (dP = 6 cm)


